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Log in

Sorry, we can't find that page

This page could've moved or changed its name. Or you might have
          followed an old link. Please drop us an email at home@ecotricity.co.uk and we'll do everything we can to help.




Get the book!
Manifesto out now
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DaleVince.com
Our founder Dale Vince shares his thoughts on the green revolution
Explore the site



Don’t just take our word for it…
Ecotricity is recommended by
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Climate Clock
The Climate Clock is a version of the Doomsday clock that has been running since 1947 - this tracks the risk of global man-made disaster, through man made technology (like nuclear weapons) - displaying the minutes and seconds left before midnight, when disaster strikes. The climate crisis is a small part of the calculations made.
The climate clock uses a similar approach, but, focuses only on the climate crisis - which is the biggest and most urgent existential threat we face.
"The Climate Clock is a countdown to the biggest man-made disaster we
          face - but also a measure by which we can track our progress - moving
          from fossil to renewable energy. It shows we have no time to lose -
          the clock is ticking…" Dale Vince, OBE.






